
Wednesday, the 17th of December 2014 – at Regenbogenfabrik 

Meeting open to everyone

Support, organisators and participants : CISPM « International Coalition of Migrants and 
Undocumented » Berlin

Afrique-Europe Interacte 

Alignement for Dignity 

ARACEM Association de Refoulées d’Afrique Centrale au Mali 

Borderline Europe 

Caravan for the Rights of Refugees and Migrants 

Come together 

CSP 75 (Paris) 

CSP 93 (Paris) 

Droits des Migrants 

KUB (Kontakt- und Beratungsstelle für Flüchtlinge und Migrant_innen e. V. Berlin) 

Moveandresist (Bielefeld) 

Terre pour tous ( Tunisie) 

Voix des Migrants 

The Voice Refugees 

Watch the Med 

Welcome2europe 

CONTACTS IN BERLIN/ KONTAKT IN BERLIN 

00491791425844 (German/Italian)

004915217253443 (German/Italian/Spanish)

004915213033001 (English/French)

004915210257497 (French/English) 



email adress :   cispmberlin@riseup.net       
website : www.cispmberlin.wordpress.com

BANKVERBINDUNG / BANK ACCOUNT / COMPTE EN BANQUE: 

Förderverein Karawane e.V.

IBAN: DE28430609674030780800

BIC: GENODEM1GLS

GLS Gemeinschaftsbank eG.

Migrants as « scapegoat » of the economical crisis
War of the European Union against migrants 
Installation of a “killing machine”

Structural, physical, external and plural frontiers 

- Wall, Fortress, Frontex
- system of “Lager” (camps)
-isolation
- legal structure

March of Brussels : Date?

- many local, regional, national groups

- creation of a transnational network which gathers those different groups
create a union in order to have an influence on a european skill

 
Meeting of the Coalition in Paris (France): Date? September 2014

9 Countries participating in CISPM :
France
Germany
Switzerland
Italy
Poland
Greece
Netherlands
Spain

+ Tunisia, Morocco

Meeting of the Coalition in Rome (Italy) November 2014

http://www.cispmberlin.wordpress.com/
mailto:cispmberlin@riseup.net


Define ourselves as “exploited” facing a system of “exploiters” (entering in a definition of a 
population in a process, contextualized in a capitalistic-economical system)

Discussed themes
Trauma of Migrants in Germany, O-Platz and School, Lager, Duldung, no rights, deportation

Video of “Rome”: Youtube link?

Circular discussion
Géraud:

Being able to talk in peace and with a heart quietness between black and white people 
- we are struggling against this capitalistic ideology which believes (in our neighborhood)
that they have to protect their wealth and their privilege for their security.

Reasons and conditions which made that we left our countries and migrated to Europe:

experience of those difficulties that we'll never forget, as well as the friends, relations that we built
in solidarity with those in pain that we then lost on our way to Europe. 

“the drop of water that has made the vase overflow”: the death of our friends in the sea because 
the agents of the European union decided to put an end to their lives and this is a “stain of oil that 
will forever stay in our memories”

6th of February 2014 – 6th of February 2015 (1 year): 175 dead people at the frontier killed with real
bullets by the policemen  at the border but only 15 dead were reported by the medias.

Family and friends who don't know that their members are dead. Importance of funerals for the 
process of grief.

Organization in group in order to share our voices, our experiences to touch, and make people 
aware around us.

Support of our brothers, refugees, undocumented and migrants who participate to the CISPM
→ nothing is more important than solidarity of a presence that helps to support us in carrying our 
burden. 

PB: 
+ more than 300 persons to welcome
Group in Berlin overwhelmed by this work, a lot of responsibilities to take
Searching for all the possible local support in order to organize the event from the 5th of 8th of 
February.  

Myriam:



professional football player
since she arrived in Germany, she got interested in the politics. And started by participating to a 
meeting of CISPM in Paris (September) 

participation to the second meeting in Rome → understanding of the importance of a European 
struggling movement
→ work with people who live in the Lagers and who don't know how important it is to fight for 
their rights

The CISPM is a gathering of many different independent groups, it's a massive union in the 
movement that can have the capacity of changing the European reality.

Need support from German activists because of the enormous amount of work to organize the 
event
To the migrants : do not hesitate to talk about the struggle to the brothers who are in the Lagers
Admiration due to the support that you (German activists) show. 

Tresor:
in the context of structuring the meeting:
- ask the members to identify themselves when they talk, explain in which structure they are 
active.

- asks an activists for many years in Bielefeld to talk

Toure Moussa (lives in Bielefeld)

Movement with Resistance
no borders, the movement goes in every directions “right, left, up, down” (laughs!) 

he asks for a minute of silence as a homage for the friends, brothers and sisters, fathers who died 
because of the dirty European politic. (everyone stands up)

He comes from Africa, is proud, courageous and dares, he's not scared of anyone or influenced, 
and has the highest respect for people no matter the size of the person.

One pencil can be easily broken but if you try to break 10 of them, it's much more difficult 
(together we are stronger) 

→ that's all the interest and spirit of CISPM

Strong presence of the subject of immigration, the word is said many times every day especially in 
Germany.
Attempt to divide the groups-movements of refugees/refused
Solution: interest of auto-organization/autonomy
But refugees are nothing without the German activists and it is also difficult to imagine that the 
European activist could struggle instead of the refugees themselves. 



We need each other. 

Metaphor of the dance of a blind man and one who sees in order to illustrate the relationship 
between refugees and Europeans. 

Open discussion:

Ruth – lives in Germany – European “white and old” 
Says that only together, we can live on earth

 I have more rights than refugees but I’m “down there” , african elite and occidental have the 
power and create inequalities between activists in O-Platz, Ohlauer and in other movements. 

Petra, white European woman talks in English
has to live right away and came to take some information about Free no Fear – Freiheit statt Angst 
Freedom for Mummia Abu Djamal (big network of little groups)
80 associations in Ballaus Naunynstrasse : directors, journalists, lawyers, theatres support 
movement of refugees since the beginning, support in every demonstrations, film about Frontex, 
extra-Flyer
aktion-freiheitstattangst.org

Tresor:

- need of hosting
- need for food
-organization of a football tournament in order to make people go out of their Lagers

Carla, white european woman
Transnational group “welcome2Europe” 
Action in Berlin and actions in external borders of Morocco
Importance of demonstrating close to the European power but importance of coordinating 
between two demonstrations, make visible the link between the two.  
Friends in Spain, and in Morocco in Ceuta
Invite the members to organize hosting and food from KüFa

Tresor:

We have established strategies of mobilization, we need financial supporting

Ibrahim, Man from Chad
Refugee and activist in O-Platz and World Wide Refugees Movement 
Quesiton about “Come Together” → No invitation to the activists of O-Platz, why ? It's a 
contradiction. No one from O-Platz knew about this (polemic) 

Nadya, Alice Salomon University: white european woman who speaks english
How to coordinate all this groups? How to make everyone participate ? Using Facebook would be 
an idea.
Mobilizing the Universities too. 



Importance of sharing the information and improve communication. 

Géraud:
Difficulties of the refugees since the Brussels March to reconnect together. 
We make the effort of participating to every meetings but it's impossible to always participate 
everywhere. We share the information through the mailing lists.
We need to develop our structures
We try to create links with all the groups of active refugees.

Tresor     : mailing-lists
web: cispm.wordpress.com web: voix des migrants web: droit des migrants web: movres Bielefeld 
web: caravane
web: come together
CISPM is a network formed by several groups
surprised by the loss of energy, change in strategy, to be self-organized
proud to see new refugees getting interested in the struggle
reviving the movement at its basis, changing strategy
against this mentality of hierarchy between groups and activists from O-Platz, Ohlauer etc...

after Brussels, there were regressions in the movement
false information about the CISPM, as if it were a NGO, and boycott of the movement
asks to stay focused on the event of February the 6th

Touremoussa:

Importance to cope with this struggle

Push aside the hatred in our hearts  in order to welcome people for the weekend

Importance of intern communication

If you are not well-informed you become dangerous, someone who does not want to share 
information is all the more dangerous
There is strength in unity

Anette, from the group which stops the evacuation of the school and “Come Together is a 
platform”
We have to “Come Together is a platform” - “same goal” - different strategies proposer to different 
groups-movements
But for those who don't want to come together, we should not be against them but respect their 
choice
They may be have a self-strategy and other legitimate projects.

Johnny member of the unionist group FAU (Union for Free/Foreign Workers / CNT) 
Invitation to be part of the movement for rights of migrant workers in the FAU exchanging strategy.
“Mall of Shame” - invitation to talk later abut the case of his friend concerned by a shameful story 
of non payment from his employers.

Sophie:



CISPM is just a name, but it is all the struggles, if you fight, you are already part of the movement
you can share information,  but If you can, you can help for hosting people, for food, posters, etc.

Rob, member of Weißensee Art School; Gruppe,  Komm und Bleib creation 
Information workshops for students by the refugees
Try to mobilize students to get involved, artistic creation proposition, serigraphy, etc.
For the football tournament, friends organize anti-racist tournaments

Ibrahim 
Open for the “Come Together” movement BUT after the March, they're was an expulsion of O-
Platz + Evacuation of the school → Difficult to be fully present in this context
Julian: handewegvonwedding FSI kritische Juristen (in Wedding Berlin, Movement of critical jurists,
especially at Demos, observe behavior of the police, document police violence)
Propose to share their activities during the events of february
« Hausprojekt » (house Project) with 15 Places for Hosts

Anette: 

How could we do that ? What do we need ? How to mobilize our strenght ?

Nadya, Alice Salomon University
Making a list, a table of what's missing and other can propose things – conflict management
Facebook is a plus – Amnesty International Group could be involved

Anna, Free University, School and University Strike
try to mobilize students and organize some « Teach-in », invite Refugees and activists to tell 

Workers

Thomas:
Thanks to Tresor because his work has had already an impact beyond borders even before I was in 
Europe, Germany 

Leonie:
idee for workshop about migration policiy of the European Union – Keeps her eyes open for 
hosting possibilties. 

Touremoussa:
need financial suppor

Protocol: Laure


